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INTEGRATED CIRCUIT LAYOUT DESIGN

the core and is made up of strips, some of Which carry poWer
and most of Which carry signal both into and out of the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

integrated circuit;

This invention relates to integrated circuit layout design.
Ever since the appearance of the ?rst integrated circuit,

FIG. 2 depicts a number of I/O strips, each With its oWn
circuit cells and a poWer I/O step that accommodates a

artisans have been trying to ?t as much circuitry as possible

circuit cell that is shared by a number of signal I/ O cells; and
FIG. 3 depicts a cross-section of a poWer I/O strip.

on each integrated circuit. In today’s typical layout designs,
an integrated circuit contains a central core of functional

circuits that is surrounded by an input/output (“I/O”) ring of
layered semiconductor strips designed to carry signals or

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

poWer into and out of the integrated circuit. Most of the I/O

FIG. 1 depicts a prior art integrated circuit layout com
prising a processing core, 100, surrounded by a ring of

strips contain circuitry associated With the signals carried
through connection pads to and from the processing circuits

input/output (hereafter “I/O”) strips. The U0 ring is made up

at the core. AfeW I/O strips are dedicated to carrying poWer.
See US. Pat. No. 3,968,478 issued on Jul. 6, 1976 for an

example of such a layout design. As an aside, in order to
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of many separate I/O strips, 102. Most I/O strips contain
functional circuit cells, Which process and carry signals
betWeen core area 100 and components off the integrated

reduce design time, most designers have developed circuit

circuit chip via interconnection pads at the edges of the
integrated circuit (not shoWn). At least tWo I/O strips 103 are

packages, or circuit cells, that perform a given function, and
each individual design is created by selecting, at least for
part of the design, from the pre-designed circuit cells. It is

reserved for carrying poWer from a poWer source off the

integrated circuit chip to core area 100. FIG. 1 actually
shoWs four such strips 103, one on each of the four edges of

such circuit cells that are often found in the core area of the

integrated circuit and, particularly, in the I/O strips. In this
document, the terms “circuits” and “circuit cells” are used

the chip. The disclosed circuitry layout design exploits the

interchangeably because, in the context of this disclosure, it
is unimportant Whether a previously designed circuit is used,

poWer I/O strips by placing functional circuitry on them. It

or a specially designed circuit is used.

The distinction betWeen signal-carrying I/O strips and
poWer-carrying I/O strips is that the former do not carry
poWer, and the latter do not contain signal-carrying circuitry,

may be pointed out that FIG. 1 shoWs spaces betWeen strips
25

or circuit cells. Although, some embodiments do have poWer

I/O strips Which contain circuitry related to the provision of
poWer. Examples of the latter are circuits designed to protect
the poWer bus, or a MOS device of a resistive nature

strips is shoWn to contain a number of circuit cells, such as

designed to quiet noise on the bus. In any event, the poWer

circuit cells 208—211, and poWer I/O strip 203 is shoWn to

strip is left With much available space.
Of course, there is no requirement that an integrated
circuit layout comprise a core area surrounded by a ring of
I/O strips, but it has been found that the use of cells and
particularly the use of cell With such a layout arrangement is
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circuit cells, and may be different With respect to What

functional circuitry they contain. Circuit cells 208—211 may
be of relatively standard design, taken from a library of
circuit cells or they may be custom designs.
In accord With the principles disclosed herein, FIG. 2
includes functional circuitry 213 on poWer I/O strip 203 that
is other than functional circuitry that is associated With the

grated circuits. While by discarding the core area—I/O ring
schema may result in a layout that conserves some space, the

incredibly greater amount of time that is required to achieve
a layout design is often not cost effective.

task of strip 203 delivering poWer to core area 100. As

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
45

depicted, this functional circuitry receives a signal from core
area 100 via lead 215, receives a signal from lead 217,
outputs a signal on lead 216 and outputs a different signal on
leads 214 and 218. Leads 214 and 218 can carry the same

signal. Also as shoWn, the signal on lead 214 is applied to a

plurality of circuit cells; to Wit, to circuit cells in strips 205,
and 206, and likewise, the signal on lead 218 is applied to
circuit cells in strips 201 and 202. The extension of lead 214
to the right aims to suggest that the signal of lead 214 is
applied to at least one other cell in some unseen I/O strip.

particular design has a number of signal I/O strips that
include circuit cells that can be shared, such as circuit cells

contain a circuit cell 212 that is associated With the provision
of the poWer that I/O strip 203 delivers. Circuit cells
208—211 are the same in the sense that they are functional

extremely bene?cial to fast and effective design of inte

We realiZed that, at times, the core area—I/O ring schema
may be maintained While violating it slightly to obtain some
additional space for functional circuitry. Speci?cally, We
realiZed that there is available space on the poWer strips that
can be effectively utiliZed for circuit cells that are associated
With other than the provision of poWer. The circuit cells
placed on the poWer strips may be circuit cells that, but for
lack of room, might normally be placed in the core area of
the integrated circuit, or in a signal I/O strip. When a

102 and spaces betWeen strips 103 and the adjacent strips
102. That is done strictly for purposes of illustration clarity.
In actual manufacturing, strips 102 abut each other.
Thus, in accordance With the principles disclosed herein,
FIG. 2 depicts a segment of the I/O ring layout Where I/O
strip 203 is a poWer I/O strip and I/O strips 201, 202, 204,
205, and 206 are signal I/O strips. Each of the signal I/O
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Circuit cell 213 may contain circuitry that, but for lack of
space, might be found in core area 100. Stated in other
Words, cell 213 Was pushed out of core are 100 and into

that are driven by the same signal, it is possible, and
advantageous to replace those circuit cells With a single cell
that is placed on a poWer I/O strip, and to share those I/O
cells. This reduces the number of circuit cells employed, and

poWer I/O strip 203. It should be realiZed, hoWever, that cell
213 could equally be a cell that Was pushed out of some

saves space for other functional circuit cells. Thus, a bene?t

other (advantageously adjacent) signal I/O strip. If,

of the disclosed layout design is that more circuitry may be
placed on an integrated circuit, effectively Without departing

that is driven by the same signal, then such a cell can be

fortuitously, a cell is found in a number of signal I/O strips

pushed into poWer I/O strip 203 to substantial advantage,
because it can then be “shared “by those signal I/O strips.

from the core area—I/O ring schema.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 depicts a prior art integrated circuit layout com
prising a core circuit area and an I/O ring Which surrounds

65

This, of course, Would actually save both space on the

integrated circuit and poWer consumed on the integrated
circuit.
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3. The integrated circuit of claim 1 Where said circuitry

FIG. 3 depicts the cross-section of an illustrative embodi

ment of power I/O strip 203 that has 5 active layers. All

sends a signal to one of said remaining ones of said I/O strip

layers are separated by an oxide layer 312 (cross-hatch
upWard-to-the-left). Starting from the bottom, it has a thick
layer of Silicon (layer 311), and one other silicon layer. The
Silicon layer may be used for creating FET channels. Above
the thin layer of silicon (and its upper-layer oxide) there is
a layer of Polysilicon (layer 312) Which, for example, may
be used for creating FET transistors. Above the Polysilicon
layer (and its upper-layer oxide) there are four metal layers
313 (each separated by an associated oxide layer. The metal

areas.

layers are used for interconnections of the active elements
on strip 203 and, of course, for providing poWer to core area
100. Illustratively, the layer that provides poWer to core area
100 is shoWn in FIG. 3 to be thicker than the loWer metal

4. The integrated circuit of claim 1 Where said circuitry
sends a signal to a plurality of said remaining ones of said
I/O strip areas.

5. The integrated circuit of claim 1 Where said circuitry is
a circuit cell from a collection of circuit-cells.
10

processing circuits.
7. The integrated circuit of claim 6 Where said signal
processing circuits and said signal processing circuitry are
15

The above-described embodiments are illustrative of the

laid out on said center area, via said signal-processing

principles of the present invention. Other embodiments
could be devised by those skilled in the art Without departing
from the spirit and scope of the present invention. For

circuits in those of said I/O strip areas Where said signal

processing circuits exist, and via signal paths laid out in
those of said I/O strip areas Where said signal-processing

example, a When a number of signal I/O strips contain a cell
that is driven by the same signal, and space in one of the

circuits do not exist.
9. The integrated circuit of claim 1 Where said center area

signal I/ O strips permits installing a version of the poWer cell

is surrounded by said rectangular I/O strip areas.
25

Why the same type of use cannot be made of corner areas 104

(see FIG. 1) of the I/O ring.

for carrying poWer to said integrated circuit (poWer I/O
strip) through a conductor embedded in said poWer I/O strip,

I/O strip areas along at least one perimeter of said integrated

While remaining ones of said I/O strip areas are employed

circuit, Where at least one of said I/ O strip areas is employed

While remaining ones of said I/O strip areas are employed

for passing signals to and from said integrated circuit and,

10. The integrated circuit of claim 9 Where said center
area is rectangular.
11. An integrated circuit having a layout that includes a
center area With functional circuits thereon, and rectangular

I/O strip areas along at least one perimeter of said integrated
circuit, Where at least one of said I/ O strip areas is employed

We claim:
1. An integrated circuit having a layout that includes a
center area With functional circuits thereon, and rectangular

for carrying poWer to said integrated circuit (poWer I/O
strip) through a conductor embedded in said poWer I/O strip,

circuit cells from a collection of circuit-cells.

8. The integrated circuit of claim 1 Where each of said I/O
strip areas includes a pad for interfacing functional circuits

layers.

that can drive a sufficient number of loads (“beefed up cell”),
the cells in the other signal I/O strips can be removed and the
beefed up cell can be made to drive the appropriate circuit
cells in the other signal I/O strips. Also, there is no reason

6. The integrated circuit of claim 1 Where said remaining
ones of said I/O strips are fully occupied With signal
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for passing signals to and from said integrated circuit and,

optionally, processing said signals With signal processing
circuits laid out in said I/O strip areas, the improvement

comprising:

optionally, processing said signals With signal processing

signal-processing circuitry placed on one of said I/O strip

circuits laid out in said I/O strip areas, the improvement

areas that provides a signal to signal-processing circuits

comprising:

on a plurality of other I/O strip areas.
12.
The integrated circuit of claim 11 Where said one of
signal-processing circuitry placed on said poWer I/O strip
said I/O strip areas is said poWer I/O strip, or one of said
that processes signals other than processing signals on
remaining ones of said I/O strip areas.
said conductor.
13. The integrated circuit of claim 11 Where said one of
2. The integrated circuit of claim 1 Where said circuitry 45
said I/ O strips areas is a corner area of said integrated circuit.
receives at least one signal from a circuit laid out on said
center area or on one of said remaining ones of said I/O strip
areas.
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